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Executive Summary
A total of 16 people participated in the usability evaluation of two live travel booking websites:
CheapOair.com and Kayak.com. All of the participants had traveled in recent memory and had
experience with other travel booking websites, but not the specific website they were asked to
evaluate.

In general, researchers expected Kayak to outperform CheapOair. During their own heuristic
evaluation, the researchers identified a number of differences between the two websites and
decided that they preferred the overall design and user experience of Kayak.

CheapOair has many calls to action on their homepage: users are prompted to read their book
with confidence guarantee, call a particular number to receive phone-specific deals, download
the CheapOair mobile app, take a survey, and sign up for their email list. In comparison, Kayak
has two prominent calls to action on their homepage: users are prompted to search for a flight
or read Kayak’s COVID-19 travel guide.

One big functional difference between the two sites is that CheapOair displays alternate dates
and airports in search results by default, even if the user only entered a specific airport and an
exact set of dates in their original search. Kayak does not deviate from the user’s entered
search parameters when serving up the list of flight results.

CheapOair often provides duplicative options for limiting flights by certain criteria (i.e., number of
connections), whereas Kayak provides clear separation between search parameters and filters.

Despite the researchers’ predictions, tasks across the two sites proved nearly equal in difficulty
for the 16 participants, and the student researchers uncovered nearly the same number of
usability issues with Kayak (20) as with CheapOair (21). Participants were most comfortable
performing tasks when the steps necessary to accomplish the tasks were similar to other travel
booking sites they had used in the past.

Using predetermined rating scales, researchers rated the usability issues in terms of severity as
well as the perceived level of effort required to address the issues.

To the extent possible, specific recommendations have been provided in this report. In some
cases, multiple suggestions are offered. However, the recommendations are based on the level
of effort as perceived by the two student researchers, who acknowledge they do not have a
solid understanding of the development process used by the two websites that were evaluated.
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Introduction
CheapOair is a savings-oriented flight booking site founded by CEO Sam S. Jain in 2006 in New
York City. Within two years, CheapOair was the ninth-largest online travel agency. Since its1

inception, CheapOair has added hotel room bookings in addition to airline tickets and car
rentals.2 3

Kayak is a travel agency and aggregate search engine founded in January 2004 by Steve4

Hafner and Paul M. English and acquired by Booking Holdings in 2013. Today, Kayak’s website5

and mobile apps are available in more than 30 countries in over 18 languages.

Our student research team conducted a usability assessment of both CheapOair and Kayak.
The objective was to identify any issues with navigation, flight finding, and booking features that
may negatively affect the usability of either site and to compare the two sites’ usability across a
subset of features.

Methodology

Participants
16 participants were recruited using a professor-approved screener to participate in the
assessment of either Kayak or CheapOair. Each student researcher recruited 8 participants
from the following 2 profiles (4 per profile) for a combined total of 16 participants:

1. Had not recently used CheapOair
○ Hadn’t used CheapOair in the past 3 months

2. Had not recently used Kayak
○ Hadn’t used Kayak in the past 3 months

The 16 participants consisted of 9 men and 7 women ranging in age from late 20s to mid 60s.
All of the participants had traveled in recent memory, although those who had traveled since the
COVID-19 pandemic began in March 2020 indicated that they drove on their most recent trips
rather than flew.

5 https://www.bloomberg.com/profile/company/KYAK:US

4 https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/kayak

3 https://www.budgettravel.com/article/cheapoair-puts-a-fresh-spin-on-hotel-listings_10087

2 https://fortune.com/2014/11/13/sam-jain-cheapoair-immigrant-entrepreneur/

1 https://www.travelpulse.com/opinions/column/meet-the-man-behind-the-third-largest-online-travel-agency.html
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Familiar tools
While participants indicated they had not used Kayak or CheapOair in recent memory, the
various participants did mention some level of familiarity with other travel booking websites:

● For flights: Expedia, Google Flights, Hipmunk (now defunct), Hopper, Momondo, Orbitz,
Priceline, Skyscanner, specific airlines (Allegiant, Delta, Southwest)

● For accommodations: Airbnb, VRBO, Priceline
● For rental cars: Turbo

Research Design
This was a between-subjects study—student researchers evaluated each product (CheapOair
and Kayak) with mutually-exclusive participant groups. This usability evaluation was conducted
on CheapOair’s and Kayak’s live, public-facing production sites.

Sessions were conducted both in-person and remotely using the Zoom for screen recording
purposes. All sessions followed the same professor-approved facilitator’s guide and lasted
approximately one hour. An interrupted task-based protocol was used for all assessments,
which allowed for the exploration of issues without the moderators being overly disruptive.

After a short set of introductory questions, participants were given a set of specific tasks to
perform, and the facilitator quietly observed the participant until something of interest happened.
The facilitator interrupted only when a participant’s behavior (e.g., utterance, comment,
hesitation, facial expression, body language) suggested a potential usability issue. At that point,
the facilitator interrupted to ask probing questions and initiate a discussion. This allowed the
moderator to gather feedback from the participant while the incident was still fresh in their mind.
The facilitator did not interrupt the natural flow of the user's interaction for participants who
accomplished the task without signs of usability issues; in those instances, the moderator
discussed the individual task after the user completed it. Participants also participated in an exit
interview, discussing their overall experience with the website as well as their overall rating of its
content and functionality.

Measures
Given the qualitative nature of the data collected during this evaluation, the findings and
recommendations included in this report are based on the participants’ behavior and comments,
the researchers’ prior experience conducting evaluations with similar users and similar products,
and the researchers’ understanding of industry standards and best practices.

Severity
Using written descriptions of each usability issue that was uncovered, student researchers used
a modified version of Jakob Nielsen’s severity rating scale to classify each usability problem.
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Severity is defined by Jakob Nielsen as a combination of 3 factors:

● The frequency with which the problem occurs: Is it common or rare?
● The impact of the problem if it occurs: Will it be easy or difficult for the users to

overcome?
● The persistence of the problem: Is it a one-time problem that users can overcome once

they know about it or will users repeatedly be bothered by the problem?

The following 1-3 rating scale was used to rate the severity of usability problems:

1 = Cosmetic problem only
2 = Minor usability problem
3 = Major usability problem

Effort
In addition to rating severity, student researchers also used the following 1-3 rating scale to rate
the perceived effort required to address usability problems:

1 = Minor effort (e.g., minor fixes to styling or simple interactions)
2 = Moderate effort (e.g., changes to page structure or more complex interactions)
3 = Major effort (e.g., incorporating new data sources, significant changes to IA or
interactions)

Findings & Recommendations

CheapOair
Researchers identified 20 usability issues with CheapOair and classified them in terms of
severity and perceived level of effort to resolve the issue (as shown in Table 1). Detailed
descriptions of each issue can be found on the following pages.

Low effort Medium effort High effort Total

High severity 2 1 1 4

Medium severity 4 3 1 8

Low severity 9 0 0 9

Total 15 4 2 21
Table 1. CheapOair usability issues sorted by severity and effort.
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1 Conceptual model

1.1 Unexpected display of alternate dates and airports by default (high severity, low effort)

Figure 1. Search page with alternate options checked by default

CheapOair suggests flights on alternate dates and from alternate airports by default (see Figure
1). While navigating the list of flight results, we observed participants regularly failed to notice
that their results didn’t match the task criteria. 6 out of 8 participants didn’t limit results to exact
departure and return dates, and 6 out of 8 participants didn’t limit results to the specific
departure airport. Participants’ familiarity with the places they are traveling may impact on how
successful users are at refining their results, but participants didn’t expect to need to refine by
exact date, departure airport, and airline and were frustrated that they needed to continually
check whether their settings had been applied correctly.

Recommendation: Consider not showing results on alternate dates or from alternate airports
by default. Given more resources, consider removing the “Alternate Airports” option since
nearby airports are already presented below. Also consider moving dates into another panel
with a more descriptive name (e.g., “Flex and save”) along with a preview of the price. In
addition, consider leaving all alternate options unchecked by default to make it clear users are
opting in.
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1.2 Differentiation between exact search matches and suggested alternatives (high severity, low
effort)

Figure 2. Search result departing from an alternate airport on an alternate date and returning to an alternate airport

4 out of 8 participants selected flights on alternate dates or from alternate airports while trying to
accomplish various tasks during the course of their evaluation sessions. Despite the alternate
date and airport designations used by CheapOair (as shown in Figure 2), participants did not
realize they had selected a flight that did not meet their search criteria.

Recommendation: Create a more obvious visual signifier to let users know when specific
itineraries include alternate dates and/or alternate airports that deviate from their original search
criteria.
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1.3 Site order of operations doesn’t match user’s thought process (low severity, medium effort)

Figure 3. Search result and upgrade table for departing and returning flight presented as a package

One participant thought that the order of operations for searching and booking flights was off
because it did not match their own internal thought process for booking roundtrip flights. This
participant indicated a preference for considering their outbound and return flights separately as
opposed to at the same time (as shown in Figure 3).

● [Moderator asks if there are any other fees that would be helpful to know about up-front]
"You know typically I see what the travel protection is although it doesn't say right off
what it's going to cost. I see what the various upgrades are but it's a little confusing. I see
what the total price is... In all honesty the site's kind of a little backwards compared to
what I'm used to." [...] "I didn't see on this site how I could pick... I don't typically pick
packages like this. I would pick when I want to depart and when I want to depart
separately. And then it would price them together. Most sites that I look at, I first look at
departures and then I look at returns. It seems like they have everything packaged
together. To me, that I don't care for."

Recommendation: Consider breaking up the booking process into either distinct pages or a
progressive page. Given more resources, consider splitting up the steps to book departure and
return flights.
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2 Conducting a search

2.1 Relevancy of airport codes unclear (medium severity, low effort)

Figure 4. Various possible inputs and the suggestions they return

2 out of 8 participants struggled with identifying the correct airport in the type-ahead inputs. For
participants who are less familiar with airport codes (i.e., in the case of traveling someplace
new), this may be frustrating. This issue is exacerbated by the size of the input and the layout of
the airport names—the input cuts off a significant portion of the airport identifier, as shown in
Figure 4. In some cases, the type-ahead results appear to show irrelevant airports above a
closer (and correct) match. For example, searching for “Reagan National” will show many
results above Washington National Airport in Washington, DC.

Recommendation: In the short term, consider adjusting the visual design to break up results
onto two lines or increase the size of the input boxes so that the full airport names are visible.
Given more resources, consider including aliases in relevancy ranking for type-ahead search
results. Also consider sorting the secondary airport suggestions by distance from the metro
center (e.g., DCA is closer to DC than BWI).

Note: Screenshots show how results appear on a 1280px wide display. Screens are getting larger, but consider those
with older displays or users who aren’t browsing full-screen.
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2.2 Search results status unclear (medium severity, low effort)

Figure 5. Search results page awaiting user input

2 out of 8 participants struggled with identifying whether their search results had updated to
reflect their most recent changes to certain search criteria. This may be due to the system not
providing feedback that pressing the “Search Now” button is necessary to get an updated list of
results (see Figure 5). Certain changes to filters cause the results to update immediately, and in
those cases, the system provides feedback that the results have updated.

One participant lost changes to previously entered search criteria because they refreshed their
browser window due to poor system feedback.

Recommendation: Add an obvious button state to the “Search Now” button to provide users
with feedback when they've made a change that needs to be submitted.
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3 Refining search results

3.1 Calculation for cheapest price unclear (medium severity, low effort)

Figure 6. Search result page displaying a top result with a price that doesn’t match the cheapest price displayed in
the sort option

4 of 8 participants noticed the price of the first search result and the price shown in the
“Cheapest” sort tab didn’t match (as shown in Figure 6) and were confused about why that
might be.

● "Don't show me the cheapest price if it doesn't meet my [search] requirements."
● "Where the hell on the results screen do you see anything that says $168.80, either net

or gross price? I can scroll down that whole list and not find that $168.80 that they're
talking about."

The single participant who successfully identified the cheapest available flight wasn’t confident
they were seeing the lowest possible price because the prices listed in the results were higher
than the prices listed next to the sort options.

Recommendation: Consider either constraining the prices at the top of the table to match the
user’s criteria or add a tooltip that appears on hover to clarify how users can adjust their criteria
to find the cheapest flight.
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3.2 Arrival times filter location unclear (medium severity, low effort)

Figure 7. Arrival Times option within the Flight Times filter collapsed and expanded

2 out of 8 participants used the departure time filter instead of the arrival time filter to try to
identify the flights arriving at their destination the earliest. This method isn’t guaranteed to return
the flights arriving at their destination the earliest due to the number of connections that might
be included in a particular itinerary as well as the length of those layovers. The only guaranteed
way is to sort flights by arrival or landing time, but the arrival time filters are hidden by default
(as shown in Figure 7).

Recommendation: Consider improving the visual hierarchy of the arrival times options in the
Flight Times filter to make it more obvious that this type of filter is available to users.
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3.3 Multiple airlines filters that function differently (medium severity, medium effort)

Figure 8. Three ways to limit results by airline (each one with its own behavior)

3 out of 8 participants could not limit their search results to the specific airline specified in the
relevant task, despite the fact that CheapOair allows users to limit search results to a particular
airline in three different places (as shown in Figure 8).

Recommendation: Consider consolidating this functionality into a single filter.
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3.4 Filters reset seemingly at random (medium severity, high effort)

Figure 9. Alternate option filters being reset to their defaults when navigating CheapOair

One participant was frustrated by their filters being reset back to their default settings while
attempting to perform tasks (see Figure 9).

● "I hate when you go back and it immediately undoes all your filters. I see BWI again."

Recommendation: Consider preserving user’s filters until they purposely clear them. This
would take a considerable amount of effort due to the complex conditional logic already
happening with showing and hiding CheapOair’s filters.
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3.5 Overnight flight indicator not obvious (low severity, low effort)

Figure 10. Search results displaying flights arriving the following day marked with a small ‘+1’

2 out of 8 participants didn’t successfully identify the earliest arriving flight because they
accidentally identified an overnight flight that arrived early in the morning the following day.
CheapOair uses a “+1” designation for these overnight flights (see Figure 10), but participants
were not aware they had selected a flight arriving the following day.

One participant didn’t notice they were looking at departure and return flights in a single result.
● "Wait, these are leaving the night before? Oh... I'm looking at it wrong. The way it's

listed... I don't know if other travel sites are like this but when I go to Hopper, I get to
choose my outgoing flight and then move to my incoming flight and so when I was
looking at these things, I was reading them up and down. It has them in the same box. It
will let me independently choose them but I was confused."

Recommendation: Consider a more obvious visual designation for the “+1” text that is used to
indicate overnight flights.
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3.6 Fusion fare terminology unclear (low severity, low effort)

Figure 11. “Fusion Fare” and information modal

One participant was confused about the term “fusion fare”. He managed to locate the tooltip that
provided him with an explanation (as shown in Figure 11), but he could not find it immediately.

Recommendation: Consider offering users a clear signifier that they can hover to receive an
explanation of the “fusion fare” phrase.
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3.7 Flight sorting options difficult to find and decipher (low severity, low effort)

Figure 12. Search results page with sort options

2 out of 8 participants didn’t notice the cheapest sort option (see Figure 12), but rather they
intuited that the list of flight results was ordered by price.

One participant was curious about what the “Recommended” sort option meant.
● "Recommended... um, who's recommending them? The site?" [is that what you would

expect?] "Or maybe it's recommended by other people, but I haven't seen any reviews.
Can people give reviews?" [participant hovers over suggested] "Oh wait, [reads off]...
ok..." [moderator: was that helpful?] "No. I don't know who's recommending them."

Recommendation: Consider a more visually striking active state for the sort category buttons.
Also consider expanding the hover range for the explanatory tooltip to include the prices that
appear in the sort category buttons next to the category name.
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4 Adding date flexibility

4.1 Alternate date controls behavior unclear (high severity, medium effort)

Figure 13. Three ways to include flights on alternate dates (each one with its range)

4 out of 8 participants followed a similar pattern (shown in Figure 13), stepping through several
approaches to attempt to find the correct range of alternate dates. A common first step was to
try the “Show alternate dates” filter option, which doesn’t appear to return results +/-3 days. The
second step was to change the “exact” date option in the search options, which offers +3 and -3
days but not +/-3. All but one tried the last (and correct) option, which is to select the Alternate
Dates option from the sort options above the results list. This last option is the only one that will
return flights departing and returning within the +/-3 day range.

One participant expected to be able to accomplish this task through the calendar.
● "So this is annoying because what I would do is pick the 24th and say +6 days and it

doesn't let me do that. I wonder if it would let me pick the 27th and say +/-3 days.
[discovers not] So that would be complicated."

4 out of 8 participants weren’t able to find the Alternate Dates option and resorted to looking at
prices on the calendar or performing a small number of searches to triangulate the lowest price.
However, the dates on the calendar don’t accurately represent the results a user would see if
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they executed the search. In order to triangulate the cheapest price using multiple searches, a
user would need to perform four individual searches:

● Departure+3, Return+3
● Departure-3, Return-3
● Departure+3, Return-3
● Departure-3, Return+3

3 out of 8 participants weren’t able to find the Alternate Dates option and resorted to an
inclusive search—starting with the earliest possible date as a departure and ending with the
latest possible date as a return. This would result in their trip being 6 days longer and wouldn’t
guarantee the lowest price.

Recommendation: Consider allowing users to select up to +6 or -6 days so they can select a
start or end date and calculate flexibility in one direction if that feels more natural to them. Given
more resources, consider allowing users to search departure and return date calendars for +/- x
number of days simultaneously.
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5 Adding bags

5.1 Baggage fees link location not obvious (low severity, low effort)

Figure 14. Two ways to find baggage fees - on the search results page (left) and a specific itinerary’s page (right)

2 out of 8 participants could not locate the link to view the baggage fees, either in the list of
search results or on the page for a specific flight itinerary (see Figure 14).

4 out of 8 participants looked for the cost of checking a bag in the upgrade table where there is
a dollar sign next to a line-item reading “First checked bag.”

One participant confused the cost of upgrading the flight (including a checked bag) as the total
cost of the flight, concluding it would be cheaper to upgrade.

Recommendation: Consider increasing the size of the existing baggage fees links, aligning
baggage fees links with the left side of the screen, and/or adding additional baggage fee link
placements. Given more resources, consider implementing tooltips with exact pricing that
appear when users hover their cursor over the dollar sign that appears next to the “First
checked bag” text.
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5.2 Baggage fees modal hides relevant content by default (medium severity, low effort)

Figure 15. Baggage fees modal with relevant information collapsed by default

One participant wasn’t able to discover how to expand the American Airlines listing to find the
links to their checked bag policy page. The baggage fees modal has the airlines’ links to
individual policies toggled closed by default (see Figure 15).

3 out of 6 participants who found the baggage fees modal were surprised by the lack of
information available there:

● "It looks like it's just policy. This is a lot more information on checked bags."
● "This is weird because it says where the baggage fees apply but it doesn't say anything

about what they are." "Why do I care about the fine print about the baggage fees? I want
to know what they are."

● "What are the baggage fees?" [Participant makes a big face. Moderator: looks like
something happened you didn't expect] "Do I have to choose my airline?!"

Recommendation: Consider displaying the baggage fees modal with the “View policy” links
table toggled open by default.
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5.3 American Airlines baggage pricing table location and contents unclear (high severity, high
effort)

Figure 16. American Airlines baggage fees table

Several participants struggled to find information on American Airlines’ checked baggage policy
page (shown in Figure 16). Of the 5 participants who eventually made it to the American
Airlines checked baggage policy page:

● One missed the pricing table
● One discovered the pricing table, but didn’t recognize flights within the U.S. as being

“Domestic”
● One miscalculated the price, identifying the cost of 2 bags being $40 (the cost of only the

second bag)

One participant remained frustrated about not being able to find the baggage fees throughout
the remainder of the session.

Recommendation: If resources allow, consider bringing the fee data currently hosted by the
individual airlines directly into CheapOair. This would require a significant effort, but would
provide a more seamless user experience.
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6 Saving flight alert

6.1 Track prices CTA not obvious (medium severity, low effort)

Figure 17. Search results page with “Get Fare Alerts” button

4 out of 8 eligible participants could not locate the “Get Fare Alerts” button in the upper left
corner of the homepage (see Figure 17).

2 out of 4 participants who failed to find the “Get Fare Alerts” button mentioned they have used
fare alerts in the past but didn’t immediately notice the button.

● "It hasn't been obvious but it might be here." [when prompted] "Fare alerts - I did see this
and it didn't click."

Recommendation: Consider bumping up the visual hierarchy of the “Get Fare Alerts” button.
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6.2 Unpredictable email alert content (low severity, low effort)

Figure 18. “Get Fare Alerts” modal

Several participants struggled with the lack of information included in the “Get Fare Alerts”
modal (shown in Figure 18).

One participant failed to realize that they would receive price alerts based on the search criteria
they had entered. The participant expected they would need to give CheapOair more
information about where they wanted to go.

Recommendation: Consider adding a general description of what a user can expect to be
alerted about. Given more resources, consider describing what a user will see based on their
selections — which criteria are included, etc.

6.3 Unpredictable email alert frequency (low severity, low effort)

2 out of 8 participants mentioned they weren’t sure whether they would be alerted at set
intervals of time or whether they would receive alerts based on prices dropping below a
threshold.

Recommendation: Consider adding a brief written description to inform users how often they
can expect to receive fare alert emails.
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6.4 Irrelevant emails expected (low severity, low effort)

1 out of 8 participants mentioned they expected to receive emails they wouldn’t want.

Recommendation: Consider adding a brief written description to inform users how fare alert
emails work.

7 Viewing flight alert email

7.1 Price history unclear; email alerts suggest itineraries that deviate from user’s original dates
(low severity, low effort)

Figure 19. “Fare Alert” email with changes to flight price and suggestions for flights on alternate dates

Several participants failed to notice certain information included in the “Fare Alert” email (shown
in Figure 19).

1 out of 8 participants didn’t notice that the flight had increased in price since the alert was set.

1 out of 8 participants didn’t notice that the cheaper flights listed below the preferred flight were
on alternate dates.

Recommendation: Consider improving the visual hierarchy of the flight alert email.
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7.2 Inconsistent representation of cost savings (low severity, low effort)

One participant mentioned the difference in the representation of price increases and
decreases.

● "It's interesting they use percentages to show when prices are increasing but dollar
amounts for how much you could save booking on other dates."

Recommendation: Consider consistently using dollar amounts to show price increases and
decreases as well as potential amount saved.
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Kayak
Researchers identified 20 usability issues with Kayak and classified them in terms of severity
and perceived level of effort to resolve the issue (as shown in Table 2). Detailed descriptions of
each issue can be found on the following pages.

Low effort Medium effort High effort Total

High severity 3 0 0 3

Medium severity 4 5 0 9

Low severity 3 5 0 8

Total 10 10 0 20
Table 2. Kayak usability issues sorted by severity and effort.

1 Conceptual model

1.1 Difficulty considering both legs of roundtrip flights simultaneously (low severity, high effort)

Figure 20. Search result for departing and returning flight presented as a package
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For roundtrip flights, Kayak prompts users to select an outbound and return flight together (as
shown in Figure 20). One participant mentioned they would prefer to pick departing flights
separate from return flights because they feel they aren’t seeing all of the options.

● "It's just harder to think about the logistics of your trip.”

Recommendation: Consider splitting up the action of selecting departure and return flights into
two separate steps during the booking process.

2 Conducting a search

2.1 Unexpected landing page (medium severity, low effort)

Figure 21. Cars page on Kayak (default landing page)

Users who type kayak.com into their browser’s address bar are taken to the cars booking page
by default (see Figure 21). 3 out of 8 participants began trying to book a flight using the cars
page without noticing. In each case, participants made it as least as far as trying to select a
second city. 2 of 3 made it as far as entering dates before recognizing their mistake. In each
case, participants needed to navigate to the flights page and re-enter information.

● “I really didn't like that it was leading with car rental and it took me a minute to figure out
why I couldn't do a round trip. First thing should be flights. I don't think they should lead
off with people being frustrated before they figure that out.”
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Recommendation: Cars serving as Kayak’s default landing page may be due to COVID-19, but
the site’s Google listing still places flights first. Consider switching the default view to Flights and
arranging the first three main navigation menu items (Cars, Flights, Hotels) in terms of
popularity.

2.2 Airport code terminology unclear (low severity, medium effort)

Figure 22. “From” field populated with “Washington (WAS)” by default

1 out of 8 participants failed to enter departure from DCA because the field pre-populated with
“WAS” based on their location (see Figure 22). Clicking into the field offers no additional
information about which airports are represented by “WAS” (DCA, IAD, BWI). A user would
need to clear “WAS” and add it again to see which airports would be included.

Recommendation: Consider prioritizing relevance in the type-ahead airport search boxes —
right now typing in “DC” only brings up DCA. Also consider adding a hover state or help text to
display all of the airports being included (especially if a user selects one or more geographical
areas with multiple airports)..
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2.3 Issues selecting number of passengers (low severity, medium effort)

Figure 23. Search page showing “Passengers” dropdown

1 out of 8 participants failed to enter 2 adults in the passengers dropdown menu (shown in
Figure 23). They expected to select the number of passengers during the flight booking.

Recommendation: Consider adding “number of passengers” as a field within the main search
bar rather than as a dropdown menu above it.
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2.4 System status unclear (low severity, low effort)

Figure 24. Search page showing “To” field without a way to positively save or commit changes

Two participants expected some way to confirm their selections or apply new filters (as shown in
Figure 24) but could not find a way to do so:

● “I don’t know if there’s a thing you need to click to apply it but it doesn’t seem like it.”
● "I don't like that it doesn't have a way for me to finalize [my selection]...I guess I’ll click

outside the box?"
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Figure 25. Search results page showing search button state-change when a user makes adjustments that require
rerunning the search

Certain changes to search parameters require users to resubmit their search (see Figure 25).
One participant wasn’t sure they needed to submit the search again after adjusting the number
of passengers.

● "We'll hit search just to be safe"

Recommendation: Consider adding color to the loading bar that appears near the top of the
results page. Given more resources, consider adding “submit” or “apply” buttons to departure
and return airport fields so users can confirm their selections.
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3 Refining search results

3.1 Filters not discoverable (medium severity, medium effort)

Figure 26. Search results page showing some of the many options for filtering and sorting

Multiple participants had difficulty finding certain filters (shown in Figure 26).

4 out of 8 participants didn’t find either the flight time filter or the sort option and resorted to
eyeballing the results for the earliest arrival.

3 out of 8 participants could not find a way to limit results to a specific airline.

Recommendation: Consider the order, number, and visual design of filters to focus users’
attention on those that are more important.
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3.2 Advanced filter functionality not discoverable (medium severity, medium effort)

Figure 27. Search results page showing “Times” filter with a panel hidden behind a toggle

The “Times” filter displays sliders for take-off times by default (see Figure 27). 4 out of 8
participants didn’t identify the earliest landing in CHI, but rather the earliest takeoff from DCA.

Recommendation: Consider removing or changing the toggle interaction out for another to
make the option more obvious.
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3.3 Filter controls require too much precision (medium severity, medium effort)

Figure 28. Search results page showing range sliders on “Times” filter

Several participants struggled to use filters that involve a slider for making adjustments
(including the “Times” filter shown in Figure 28).

1 out of 8 participants struggled to find results using the slider, selecting a time range that didn’t
return any flights matching that criteria.

3 of 8 participants using the price filter overshot results at first, and needed to make adjustments
(sometimes several times) in order to see results. These participants needed to scroll up the
page to see whether there were any results each time they made an adjustment.

Recommendation: Consider providing more accurate feedback on how many results a setting
will return or setting a minimum or maximum based on the dataset.
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3.4 Uncommon filter conventions (low severity, medium effort)

Figure 29. Search results page showing checkbox to filter by results including a specific flight

One participant expected the checkboxes to add flights to a “cart” and was surprised that
selecting a checkbox for a particular flight limited the list of flight results to trips that included
that particular departure or return (as shown in Figure 29).

Recommendation: Consider exploring a more obvious signifier.
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3.5 Sort options not discoverable (medium severity, low effort)

Figure 30. Search results page showing sort options above results list

Not all participants were able to locate the cheapest sort button (see Figure 30). 3 out of 8
participants used the price slider instead of the cheapest sort option; only one of the participants
was methodical enough in this approach to guarantee they got the cheapest flight.

Recommendation: Consider increasing the visual hierarchy of the cheapest sort option. Given
more resources, explore adding a sticky header to keep relevant controls in view — especially
on the infinite scrolling list of results.
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3.6 Alternate sort options not discoverable (high severity, low effort)

Figure 31. Search results page showing “Other Sort” dropdown expanded

There are multiple sort options located in the “Other Sort” dropdown menu (shown in Figure
31). Only one participant found the “Other Sort” options and not a single participant found the
earliest arrival sort option.

Recommendation: Consider increasing the visual hierarchy of the sort options bar but at least
make the “Other Sort” option appear as a dropdown. Adding a parenthetical number for the
number of sort options available may also make it more obvious that there are options to
choose from.
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4 Adding date flexibility

4.1 Flexible options not clearly defined (medium severity, low effort)

Figure 32. Search results page showing “Flexible options” filter and “Flexible dates” controls

The “Flexible options” filter (shown in Figure 32) tripped up several participants. 1 out of 8
participants incorrectly chose “Flexible changes” from the “Flexible options” filter when trying to
search for flights departing and returning within a range of days. Another 3 first looked there
before discovering how to set flexible dates in their search settings.

Recommendation: Consider changing the “Flexible options” label to one that describes
changes and cancellations.
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4.2 Unnatural calendar controls for flexible dates (medium severity, medium effort)

Figure 33. “Flexible dates” control dropdown

One participant did not like the options available to them in the “Flexible dates” dropdown menu
(shown in Figure 33). This participant thought it would be more natural to select a date +6
rather than a date +/-3.

● “There's no option to say +6 days; you have to select the middle date. Awkward. I didn't
pick the middle dates to start.”

Recommendation: Consider allowing users to extend a search to 6 days in either direction of
their selected date.
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4.3 System status unclear (low severity, low effort)

Figure 34. “Flexible dates” matrix in the process of loading

When conducting a search involving flexible travel dates, the “Flexible dates” matrix slowly
populates a grid with prices until the search is complete (see Figure 34). 3 out of 8 participants
didn’t notice the flight price matrix hadn’t fully loaded before identifying what they thought was
the cheapest flight. However, the matrix finished loading during the time they were still looking at
it and each amended their answer.

Recommendation: Consider modifying the loading animation to be more obvious.
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4.4 Nonsensical itinerary options (low severity, medium effort)

Figure 35. “Flexible dates” matrix showing flights departing and returning on the same day

One participant was surprised, to the point of being distracted, that Kayak suggested flights
departing and returning on the same day (see Figure 35).

● "Oh... actually, $282. Wait... that's dumb because you're departing and returning on the
same day." Participant notices the cheapest option is departing and returning on the
same day but it appears she dismisses other options that would be the same price.

Recommendation: Consider excluding same-day departure and return trips from flexible date
search results unless a user has specifically searched for them.
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5 Adding bags

5.1 Issues understanding how many bags users are adding (high severity, medium effort)

Figure 36. “Fee Assistant” popover showing message prompting users to enter the number of bags per passenger

5 out of 8 participants added two bags to the Fee Assistant (shown in Figure 36) but failed to
notice they needed to specify the number of bags per passenger. As a result, they added four
total bags to the flight.

Each of the 3 successful participants were uncertain whether they were adding a single bag per
passenger or two using Kayak. Two of the participants initially added two bags per passenger
before correcting the mistake.

Recommendation: Consider making it total bags rather bags per passenger and make the
terminology consistent everywhere bags are mentioned.
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6 Saving flight alert

6.1 Track prices CTA not obvious (medium severity, low effort)

Figure 37. “Track prices” toggle at top of search results page

2 out of 7 eligible participants* could not locate the “Track prices” toggle (shown in Figure 37).
One participant could not locate the toggle despite having set up price alerts on flights in the
past. Two participants expected to find it on the specific flight page and didn't notice the button
until being prompted.

● "Tracker... tracker... I'm looking for a tracker. Oh, here it is."

Recommendation: Consider increasing the hierarchy of the “Track prices” option and consider
a button rather than a toggle, which isn’t commonly used to communicate a call to action.

*One participant evaluating Kayak didn’t describe either creating alerts or regularly checking flight prices and so was
ineligible to perform this task.
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6.2 Actions limited to logged in users unclear (low severity, low effort)

1 out of 8 participants thought they would be required to set up an account in order to create a
price alert.

Recommendation: Consider replacing the “Track prices” toggle (shown in Figure 37) with a
button since toggles have a “stored state”, which may make it seem like users need an account
in order to perform this action. Otherwise, consider stating whether a user needs to create an
account.

6.3 Irrelevant emails expected (medium severity, low effort)

Figure 38. “Track prices” modal

Based on the information contained in the “Track prices” modal box (see Figure 38), 4 out of 8
participants expected to receive emails from Kayak unrelated to this particular flight itinerary.
One participant thought they would only receive generic deals (unrelated to their search or
criteria).

Recommendation: Consider adding text to clarify how often users can expect to receive emails
and what types of emails they will receive. Also consider unchecking the “favorite deals” option
by default to build trust. Given more resources, consider summarizing which specific user
criteria goes into the alert.
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7 Viewing flight alert email

7.1 Price history and predictions unclear (high severity, low effort)

Figure 39. “Price Alert” email with status of flight prices and predictions about how prices will change

Several participants failed to notice price history and projection information included in the
“Price Alert” email (shown in Figure 39).

5 out of 8 participants didn’t notice that the prices for their preferred trip had stayed steady.
4 out of 8 participants didn’t notice that prices were projected to go down.

Recommendation: Consider increasing the visual hierarchy of the advice on buying. Consider
using color and avoiding images that make this section look like an advertisement.
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7.2 Relevancy of email alert content unclear (high severity, low effort)

Figure 40. “Price Alert” email with information about how the user created the alert

Multiple participants failed to notice the original search criteria referenced in the “Price Alert”
email (shown in Figure 40).

2 out of 8 participants weren’t sure how closely the email alerts matched their criteria.

One participant mentioned the email “did not feel very welcoming...there's no ‘because you
searched for this, you might like these deals.’”

Another mentioned listing all of the criteria might help it feel more like the alert was their own. "If
they added the price filter in there as well, I think it would make me realize it was the price alert I
set up."

Other participants mentioned they thought Kayak would send them things they wouldn’t be
interested in.

Recommendation: All of the elements are already present in Kayak’s email alerts. Consider
summarizing the criteria used to create the alert in a clear section. Also consider adding an alert
creation date to help users figure out which alert this is and whether it’s still important to them.
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Conclusion

Real Usability
After conducting a heuristic evaluation, researchers expected Kayak to outperform CheapOair in
real (i.e., objective) usability when evaluated by participants; however, tasks performed across
the two travel booking websites proved nearly equal in difficulty for the 16 participants.

Task completion rates

*One participant evaluating Kayak didn’t describe either creating alerts or regularly checking flight prices and so
was ineligible to perform this task.

Figure 41. Task completion rates for Kayak and CheapOair

Participants were asked to perform a set of eight tasks and the task completion rates were
similar between the two sites (as shown in Figure 41). Notably, T7 and T8 were related to price
alert emails, and CheapOair’s email outperformed Kayak’s.

In general, participants were most comfortable performing tasks when the steps necessary to
accomplish the tasks were similar to other travel booking sites they had used before.
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Perceived Usability
Researchers also expected Kayak to outperform CheapOair in perceived (i.e., subjective)
usability; however, the 16 participants found the two sites were nearly equal in perceived
usability when measured according to SUS responses (see Figure 42).

System Usability Scale (SUS) responses

Figure 42. SUS responses for Kayak and CheapOair

Immediate Recommendations
Researchers identified 21 usability issues with CheapOair; the issues range from low to high in
terms of severity and low to high in terms of perceived level of effort in order to resolve.

Researchers identified 20 usability issues with Kayak; the issues range from low to high in terms
of severity and low to medium in terms of perceived level of effort to resolve. Interestingly, none
of Kayak’s usability issues were identified as requiring a high level of effort to fix, so Kayak may
be better suited to address their usability issues because they are fewer in number and because
less effort will be required to implement solutions.

For each of the two sites, researchers recommend addressing the moderate and high severity
issues with low-effort solutions first. This will ensure that the number of problems tackled is
manageable and will allow for impactful fixes that require a relatively low amount of time and
effort.

CheapOair
For CheapOair, this means first addressing the eight issues below.
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High severity issues with low-effort solutions

1.1 Unexpected display of alternate dates and airports by default
1.2 Differentiation between exact search matches and suggested alternatives

Moderate severity issues with low-effort solutions

2.1 Relevancy of airport codes unclear
2.2 Search results status unclear
3.1 Calculation for cheapest price unclear
3.2 Arrival times filter location unclear
5.2 Baggage fees modal hides relevant content by default
6.1 Track prices CTA not obvious

Kayak
For Kayak, this means first addressing the seven issues below.

High severity issues with low-effort solutions

3.6 Alternate sort options not discoverable
7.1 Price history and predictions unclear
7.2 Relevancy of email alert content unclear

Moderate severity issues with low-effort solutions

2.1 Unexpected landing page
4.1 Flexible options not clearly defined
6.1 Track prices CTA not obvious
6.3 Irrelevant emails expected
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